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* 
telegram in which your friendship turns to emotional 
abuse.stop.you look moderately attractive.stop.oh 
why won’t you hug me?stop.get off get off.stop.if 
you’re sorry.stop.if you’re really sorry.stop.if you’re 
really sorry come to mine.stop.and come to 
bed.stop.frightened i’ll blab?stop.no please don’t go 
please don’t go.stop.i love you.stop.what am i meant 
to do with that?stop. i want to stick a dagger in 
you.stop.in broad daylight.stop.in oldham 
street.stop.what would you do if i killed myself?stop. 
you are the prettiest girl.stop.you’re not allowed to 
die.stop.i want the trains to make this.stop. 
 
* 
the well dressed young man in Walkden Park that my 
hound trotted near & shouted 
'DOG! LEAD! I hate dog walkers!' and SPAT towards 
me. Are you afraid of my dog or the dog woman that 
strolls without care, alone in the winter garden and is 
at peace with her middle aged body and cares not one 
jot what you think, let alone what you have to say or 
how you turned yourself into an ugly, hating piece of 
pollution in the park. 
 
* 
You are opening your coat, but what is that inside? 
Mummy says you're a dirty man. I still don't know 
what that flabby thing was. 
* 
and the grin of the bouncing young man in the sub 
way under Mancunion Way whose hand sped 
between the back of the top of my thighs before 
running on, who struggled with my striped bottomed 
trousers walking unaccompanied by a male pair of 
trousers or joggers 
 
* 
When you said in a mocking menacing tone at the bar 
‘’I should stab you in the vagina’’ you wanted to say:  
‘’I’ve been sat here drinking alone all night failing to 
talk to the barmaids and when you ignored me to go 
see your friends earlier my male privilege couldn’t 
understand it’’ 
 
* 
I ask “Would you like milk in your coffee?” Black man 
says-“I like my coffee the way I like my women.” I say 
nothing. He says, “White! Come on do you not like my 
joke?” It’s my job to serve, you think you are charming 
and that everyday sexism and racism is just natural. 
 
 

* 
When you say “hello princess” my heart starts beating 
faster and I panic that you’re going to attack me. 
When you should “oi oi!!” out of your car I hear “You 
are an object I can point at and humiliate”. When you 
make a ‘kiss’ noise at me I feel like you’ve invaded my 
personal space with your unwanted gesture. Kisses 
are affectionate not intimidating. When you stopped 
me in the street aged 15 and shouted after me when I 
walked away that I “shouldn’t have been wearing 
those clothes” I looked down at my jeans and tshirt 
and burst out crying. “Alright love” “not any more” 
“Give us a smile love” “What do you actually gain 
from saying that?”Do men think that by catcalling, a 
woman is going to rush over and offer herself up like 
an all-you-can-eat?  
* 
...I like your feet can I touch your feet. No. ...Let me 
take your shoes off and touch them. No leave me 
alone - fuck off. ...I'm going down there for a closer 
look. Driver help, can anyone help? ...I can take your 
shoes off I like your feet. ...I'll just stay here next to 
you. fuck off leave me alone. PUBLIC SHAME. Nobody 
helped, I went up to the driver, pleaded, he slowed 
the bus to a stop and looked through his mirror. 
N.O.T.H.I.N.G. About 8 people on the bus staring at 
this man harassing me. Until. The son from the 
Chinese takeaway got on, we recognised each other. 
He physically removed this man from the bus, he 
dragged, pushed and pulled this man away from me. 8 
people looked on, 8 others said/did nothing. MY 
HERO. My dad rode the bus for three weeks, looking 
for this man.  
 
* 
15 year old trainee man on bus catches eye of 22 year 
old lone woman, only other occupant of bus. Woman 
smiles to avoid seeming rude, distracts self with 
Facebook where #notallmen are around. man rubs 
cock through jeans, tries to hold eye contact, 
Facebook wins, round 2 woman gets off bus 2 stops 
late through fear, man follows, doubles back, man 
follows, buys cigarettes, man follows, doubles back 
again, man follows, enters wrong block of apartments, 
man waits. 10 minutes later, stops crouching in 
someone else's sanctuary, leaves, man is waiting, it 
rains, goes home, under watch of man, wants to know 
if man is still waiting, but avoids windows to keep just 

one last thing sacred.  
* 
Just keep walking; don't acknowledge them; I can't 
hear you. But you’re always there, and every time I 
ignore you, you just get louder. Today, I am as loud as 
you. Hear this chorus of voices saying this happened 


